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Abstract: The objective of this work was to characterise the particle size of
milling producls by image analysis. Four classes of milling products were
obtained by varying the roll gap of the second break roll of the milL Images were
acquired by using an in-flow imaging System implemented in the mill, and 1300
images were recorded for each class. Three methods of image analysis were inves-
tigated: morphological opening, constant grey level run lengths and grey level
spatial interdepcndences. Discriminant analyses were applied to the data
extracted from tlw images by the three methods in order to identify each class of
milling product. More than 77% of the samples were correctly assigned to their
group, both for the calibration and validation sets. The best results were
obtained by applying morphological openings or by Computing parameters from
the co-occurrencc matrices. The number of correct classifications rosé to 81% of
samples with only three variables selected for the opening curves and to 83%
with three co-occurrence parameters. © 1998 Society of Chemical Industry
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INTRODUCTION

The cereal milling process involves a succession of opér-
ations including breaking, séparation and sieving, the
objective of which are to fragment the grains and to
separate the starchy endosperm from the bran. Breaking
is achieved by a combination of rollers such as break
and scratch rollers. The first breaking step is of major
importance. The setting of the first break roll greatly
détermines the particle size of the milling products and
is very important from an economical point of view
(Godon and Willm 1994). For examplc, in durum wheat
milling, which leads to the production of semolina, if
the gap of the first break roll is set too close, it leads to
the production of flour, which is considered as a by-

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

product. The control of the first breaking is generally
donejby visual and tactile assessment of the meal by the
miller.- Various Systems for the on-line control of the
breaking parameters hâve been proposed (McGee 1982;
Berga 1988; Gamperle 1988). Recently, a prototype has
been developed for the on-line measurement of the par-
ticle size of milling products just after the first breaking
step (Ros et al 1994). This prototype consists of a video
imaging System integrated in the mill. Images of the
milling products are acquired in-flow and are processed
by image analysis techniques.

Image analysis is commonly applied for the charac-
terisation of object size and morphology and has been
used for the measurement of particle size distribution
(Zingerman et al 1992; Langton and Hermansson 1993).

rThis method is of low cost in comparison with other
techniques and allows on-line measurements even in
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hostile environments. Image analysis makes the study of
single particles as well as sets of particles possible, and
two approaches can be developed for the character-
isation of the granulometric properties of powders. In
the first approach, size and shape are measured for iso-
lated particles, and the morphology of powders is
described by the distributions observed for thèse param-
eters. This approach is the raost commonly used for
particle size détermination by image analysis (Devaux et
al 1992; Zingerman et al 1992). In the second approach,
powders are characterised on the basis of textural fea-
tures. Global measurements of the texture observed in
the image can provide information about the size of the
particles. It can be reasonably assumed that small par-
ticles lead to finer textures than larger particles. One
advantage of textural methods is that there is no need
to identify each particle individually. Two methods of
texture analysis (constant grey level run lengths and
grey level spatial interdependences) hâve been proposed
for the characterisation of particle size. The constant
grey level run length method characterises coarse tex-
tures as having more pixels in a constant grey level run
than fine textures. This method has been applied by
Bertrand et al (1991) for the characterisation of pea
powders into five groups of varying particle size. The
grey level spatial interdependences method characterises
texture by the co-occurrences of grey tones. For coarse
textures, the distribution changes slightly with distance;
for fine textures, the distribution changes rapidly with
distance. Sinfort et al (1992) hâve shown the interest of
this method for the measurement of particle size on syn-
thesis images.

Mathematical morphology represents another set of
methods that allow the global characterisation of the
size of objects observed in images (Serra 1982). The
principle is to compare surfaces of the image with struc-
turing éléments of varying size and shape. By applying
structural éléments of increasing size, it is possible to
continuously modify the images and obtain information
concerning the size of the objects. A procédure called
'granulometric function' has been developed which
directly gives the particle size distribution (Serra 1982).
This procédure has been used by Devaux et al (1997) to
study the granulometry of bulk powders.

In the présent work, the objective was to characterise
the particle size of milling products from images
acquired while the process was running. The prototype
developed by Ros et al (1994) for video on-line measure-
ment was used. The mill was set with four différent roll
gaps leading to the production of four classes of milling
products. Only global measurements were used for the
characterisation of the milling products. Such measure-
ments were considered to be more similar to the miller's
assessment than individual counting. Three différent
image processings (opening, constant grey level run
lengths and grey level spatial interdependences) were
compared.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The pilot mill

The breaking trials were carried out in the INRA
semolina pilot mill (Abecassis 1994). The mill consists of
nine roller mills. The first break roll (Bl) is designed to
shear the grain, while the second (B2) starts the process
of séparation between the endosperm and the barns.
The other rolls reduce the particle size of the milling
products and carry on the séparation process. The mill
was loaded with a durum wheat batch that had been
cleaned and tempered up to 17% moisture content for
3 h prior to the milling. The setting of Bl was kept con-
stant (roll-gap 0-70 mm); the gap of B2 was set suc-
cessively at 0-35, 0-40, 0-45 and 0-50 mm, leading to
four classes of milling products E35, E40, E45 and E50.

The emerging products were analysed by mechanical
sieving and by image analysis. A 100 g sample was
sieved on a ROTEX laboratory sifter (TRIPETTE ET
RENAUD, Paris, France) while image analysis was
carried out on-line after the first breaking stage.

Image acquisition System

The prototype used for image acquisition was devel-
oped by Ros et al (1994). The image acquisition system
was implemented after the first breaking stage where the
main différences in grain milling are observed. The
device consisted of a mechanical system that takes a
représentative part of the sample. The flow passes
through a regulator designed to distribute the product
over the whole width of the sampling slot without
sorting the particles according to their size (Fig 1). A
CCD (charge coupled device) caméra (IVC 500, I2S,
Bordeaux, France) synchronised with a strobe (flash
duration set by the manufacturer at 20 us) allows the
visualisation of the falling particles. The images were
digitised into 256 x 256 pixels with grey levels ranging

/' Hopper

Computer

Fig 1. Diagram of the image acquisition system implemented
in the expérimental mill.
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from 0 to 255. The area had dimensions of
64 mm x 64 mm. For each roll gap, 1300 images were
recorded, giving 5200 independent images.

Image processing

Three methods of image analysis were applied: morpho-
logical opening, constant grey level run lengths and grey
level spatial interdependences. Opening was performed
on binary images that were obtained with a threshold
set at 1. AU the pixels having a grey level above this
value were considered as belonging to particles. For
constant grey level run lengths and grey level spatial
interdependences, the grey levels were grouped into four
classes, and the class limits were dynamically computed
for each image in order to create evenly populated
classes. The background (grey level 0) represented a par-
ticular class which was not taken into account for sta-
tistics. The results of image processing were averaged
for 10 images in order to ensure that a sufficient number
of particles had been visualised to make the set repré-
sentative of the product. Therefore, one sample was the
resuit of the observation of the particles in 10 successive
images.

Opening
A method for directly measuring particle size distribu-
tions from images consists in the successive application
of a basic mathematical morphology procédure called
'opening' (Serra 1982). Opening is obtained by an
érosion followed by a dilation applied to images by
using a structuring élément of a given size and shape.
Erosion consists of giving to a référence pixel the
minimum value observed among ail the pixels covered
by the structuring élément. Dilation is the dual opér-
ation of érosion, whereby the maximum value observed
in the area covered by the structuring élément is assign-
ed to the référence pixel. Only objects larger than the
structuring élément will survive the opening. When the
size of the structuring élément is increased, a smaller
number of objects remains. A size distribution can be
obtained by applying a séquence of openings with struc-
turing éléments of increasing size.

For this study, opening was applied to binary images
with a squared structuring élément and the référence
pixel at the centre of the square. For each image, 10
opening steps were performed. At each step, the cumu-
lated surface of remaining particles was computed. Gra-
nulometric curves were obtained by gathering the
surface of the original binary image, followed by the
values corresponding to the opening steps 1-10. The
surface values were average for 10 images and normal-
ised by the initial surface. For each class, 130 curves
were obtained and the resulting data table was made of
520 curves observed for 11 surface values. Thèse granu-
lometric curves were taken as cumulated particle size
distributions measured as a percentage of the surface.

Constant grey level run lengths
A grey level run length is a set of consécutive pixels
having the same grey level value. For each grey level,
the number of runs which hâve a given length are
counted for a given direction. The numbers of runs of
différent lengths and grey levels are stored in a two
dimensional matrix called the run length matrix. This
matrix can be represented as a set of curves where the
runs are given according to the lengths and to the grey
level values.

For this study, grey level runs were calculated for 11
length classes, the first 10 corresponding to run lengths
of 1-10 pixels and the last corresponding to ail the
lengths gréa ter than 10 pixels. Three directions were
studied : East, North-east and North. The curves of run
lengths were then constituted of 44 variables (4 grey
level classes x 11 lengths) for the three directions,
leading to run length curves composed of 132 variables
for each sample. After averaging, the resulting run
length data table contained 520 curves of 132 variables.
From the run numbers Cgl observed for each grey level
g and each length 1, texture parameters were computed.
The following parameters proposed by Galloway (1975)
were calculated:

Length uniformity:
^length

let M\ be the order r
moment of the lengths

Short run
indicator: /c

Grey levels uniformity:

let M't be the order r
moment of the grey

level
gm the average grey

level of the class

M' I« I. CMJr

L L c,

vty (M\)2

Long run
indicator: /,

The ratio IJIe was also calculated for the three direc-
tions. The resulting variables were gathered in a vector
of 15 variables, leading to a data table of 520 obser-
vations for 15 values.

Grey level spatial interdependence method {co-occurrence
method)
This method is based on the observations of grey level
values for pairs of pixels separated by a given distance
in a given direction. The resuit is a two-dimensional his-
togram describing the probability that pairs of grey
level values occur in a given spatial relationship. For
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this study, only adjacent pixels were considered in the
three directions. The number of times Crc that a pixel of
grey level r was found adjacent to a pixel of grey level c
was computed in each direction. The frequencies of
occurrences were arranged into square tables called the
co-occurrence matrices, whose size is equal to the
number of grey level classes. The background-
background transitions were not taken into account,
and 24 variables were obtained for each direction. The
raw co-occurrence data table was constituted of 520
vectors of 72 values (24 variables for three directions).
From each co-occurrence matrix, the following param-
eters (Haralick 1979) were computed (where grc is the
différence between the average grey levels of the row
and the column):

Inertia

£rIc(Crc(r-c)2)
Zr L Crc

Entropy

Yr l e (Crc infCJ)
X,IcCrcln£,I.Crc)

Heterogenity

I , le (CJ2

Œ,IcCrc)
2

Contrast

L le (Crc gl)
LIeC r c

The maximum of probability (maximum of Crc) was
also extracted from the matrices.- The co-occurrence
parameters data table was constituted of 520 vectors of
15 values (5 parameters for each of the three directions).

Data processing

In order to create calibration and validation sets, the
data tables were arbitrarily divided into two groups of
260 samples each. The two groups were used suc-
cessively as calibration and validation set for ail the
mathematical treatments. The objective was to verify
that the results did not greatly vary when the two sets
were inverted.

The four qualitative groups corresponding to the four
roll gaps were predicted by stepwise discriminant
analysis (SDA). This method sélects among a set of vari-
ables those which best predict the qualitative groups
(Romeder 1973). The gravity centres of the groups are
computed and each sample is attributed to the closest
group according to the Euclidean distances calculated
from the selected variables. The percentage of samples
correctly classified is calculated. In the présent work,
variables were introduced step by step until the percent-
age of samples correctly classified in the validation set
no longer increased. This procédure prevents overfitting
and ensures that a minimum number of variables is
selected.

SDA was applied to the opening curves, the run
length and co-occurrence parameters. More than 70

variables were available in the case of the run length
and co-occurrence matrices. Thèse two data tables were
therefore subjected to a preliminary processing by prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA), which is widely used
to study large data tables. By this method, synthetic
variables called 'principal components' are calculated
from the original variables. The principal components
are uncorrelated and describe the main variations
observed among the samples (Jolliffe 1986). SDA was
applied to the principal components calculated from the
run length and co-occurrence matrices.

Factorial discriminant analysis (FDA) was applied to
the sets of selected variables in order to calculate dis-
criminant variables called 'discriminant factors'. Thèse
factors make possible the drawing of the discriminant
maps in which the groups are best separated (Romeder
1973).

RESULTS

Sieving

Particle size distributions of the four classes of milling
product were measured by sieving and are shown in Fig
2. The number of fine particles (particle size ranging
from 230 to 1100 um) decreased when the roll gap
increased. On the contrary, coarse particles (particle size
over 1230 um) increased with the roll gap. The average
diameters were 1180, 1290, 1340 and 1410 um for
classes E35, E40, E45 and E50 mm, respectively. The
distributions corresponding to roll gaps at 0-40 and
0-45 mm were rather close to each other.

Image processing

Few différences in the particle size could be seen by
visual observation of the images. The average opening

S -
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sieve aperture (pm)

Fig 2. Particle size distributions obtained by sieving.
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Fig 3. Averagc opening curves of the four classes of milling
products.
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Fig 4. Average run Iength curves of the four classes of milling
products. Only runs of grey level class 4 in direction East are

represented.

curves obtained for the four classes of milling products
are given in Fig 3. Seven opening steps were sufficient to
make the largest particles disappear. The largest différ-
ences in the curves were observed for step 2. The four
curves were in the same order as those obtained by
sieving. As the opening curves can be interpreted as par-
ticle size distribution, it is possible to calculate an
average particîe si2e from the curves. The values were
1145, 1188, 1217 and 1243 um for the four classes,
respectively, and differ slightly from the values obtained
by sieving. This might be explained by the fact that
sieving corresponds to weight measurement, whereas
opening curves correspond to surface measurements.

The constant grey level run lengths were computed
for 11 lengths and for the three analysed directions,
giving 132 values (3 directions x 4 grey level
classes x 11 lengths) for each sample. The largest différ-
ences were observed for the runs constituted of pixels of
high grey levels (classes 4 and 3) for the three analysed
directions (data not shown). Thèse runs corresponded to
the inner parts of the particles. Figure 4 shows the part
of the average run Iength curves measured for grey level
class 4 in the direction East. The curves drawn on the
figure indicate that the number of small runs (lower
than four pixels) decreases with the roll gap, while the
number of large runs increases. The curves obtained for
classes E40 and E45 were almost similar.

The matrices of grey level spatial interdependences
(co-occurrence matrices) were extracted from each
image. Table 1 shows the number of pairs of pixels both
belonging to class 4 (i.e. C44) in the three directions
averaged for each class of milling products. In the table,
the number of co-occurrences is expressed as a percent-
age of the total number of co-occurrences. The co-
occurrences C44, corresponded to particle-particle
transitions and were the most represented in the three
directions. Thèse co-occurrences were correctly ordered
according to the four groups of milling products. The
values did not vary much from one roll gap to the
other, and the corresponding standard déviations were
about 0-17, showing a large overlap between the groups.

TABLE 1
Grey level spatial interdependences: averaged occurrences for
grey level class 4 to class 4 for the four milling products clas-

ses"

Roll gap
setting (mm)

East North-east North

0-35
0-40
0-45
0-50

13-28
13-54
13-65
13-86

10-73
11-10
11-21
11-56

13-58
13-88
13-99
14-22

" Numbers are expressed in percentage of the total number of
occurrences for each direction.

Particîe*size characterisation

SDA was applied to ail the différent data sets in order
to sélect the most relevant variables for the discrimi-
nation of the four qualitative groups corresponding to
the four roll gaps. The overall percentages of correct
classification for the calibration and validation sets are
reported in Table 2 for the différent analyses. For each
method, lines a and b give the results obtained when the
calibration and validation sets were inverted. Although
human visual observation of the images did not allow
the discrimination between the four classes of milling
products, the three image processing methods used in
this study successfully classified the validation samples
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TABLE 2
Stepwise discriminant analyses"

Parameters

Opening

Run length matrices

Run length parameters

Co-occurrence matrices

Co-occurrence parameters

a
b

a
b

a

b

a
b

a

b

Calibration set

84
85

80
81

80

80

79
80

83

87

Percentage

Validation set
parameters

81
84

77
77

78

78

81
79

83

83

of correct classification

Number oj

3
3

5
5

2

2

3
3

3

3

r Parameters introduced

Opening steps 4, 2 and 3
Opening steps 4, 2 and 3

PC 2, 1, 3, 8 and 4
PC 2, 1, 3, 4 and 8

East ratio l,/Ie

East grey level uniformity
North-east ratio IJIC

East grey level uniformity

PC 1, 2 and 3
PC 1, 2 and 3

East heterogeneity
North-east contrast
East inertia
North heterogeneity
East inertia
East contrast

" Lines a and b correspond to the inversion of the calibration and validation sets.

with an average confidence greater than 77%. With the
morphological openings, three variables were selected,
corresponding to the 4th, 2nd and 3rd opening steps.
The sizes of thèse openings were 1750, 750 and 1250
\im, respectively, and covered the range of the average
diameters observed for the four classes. They corre-
sponded to the part of the curves where the main varia-
tions were observed (Fig 3). The percentages of correct
classification were 81 and 84 of the samples in the vali-
dation sets. In the case of the run length processing, the
discrimination was applied to the principal components
obtained from the raw matrices and on the parameters
extracted from the matrices. The percentage of well-
classified samples was 77 for the matrices and 78 for the

parameters. Five components were necessary with the
run length matrices, and only two variables were suffi-
cient with the parameters. In the case of the parameters,
the first variable introduced in the discrimination was
not the same when the calibration and validation sets
were inverted. The ratio of the long run indicator over
the short run indicator (IJIC) for direction East was
replaced by the ratio for direction North. Thèse two
variables were in fact correlated with a corrélation coef-
ficient of 0-98. The co-occurrence image processing gave
around 80% of samples correctly classified in the vali-
dation sets by selecting the first three principal com-
ponents calculated from the matrices. The classification
rosé to 83% with three co-occurrence parameters intro-

TABLE 3
Classification tables obtained by discriminant analysis of the openings and co-occurrence

parameters

Calibration set

Validation set

E35
E40
E45
E50
E35
E40
E45
E50

E35

95
—

3
—
95
—

3
—

Openings

E40

5
77
18
—

5
68
25
—

£45

23
69
5

—
32
66
6

E50

—
11
95
—
—

6
94

E35

-83
3

—
86
—

5
—

Co-occurrences

E40

11
82
14
2

14
75
9

—

E45

6
15
78
9

—
23
80
9

E50

—
—

8
89
—

2
6

91
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duced in the model. Two of thèse parameters were dif-
férent when the calibration and validation sets were
inverted. The East heterogeneity was replaced by the
North heterogeneity (r = 0-98), and the North-east con-
trast was replaced by the East contrast (r = 0-99).

The discrimination was improved when the nin
length and co-occurrence parameters were used in com-
parison with the discriminations obtained by using the
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raw matrices. This resuit showed that the parameters
assessed for both methods are relevant to extract some
information concerning the particle size from the
matrices. Among the run length parameters, the ratio
IJIC and the grey level uniformity were the most
affected by variations in the particle size. In the case of
the co-occurrences, the heterogeneity, the inertia and
the contrast clearly depended on the size of the milling
products.

The two discriminations obtained by using morpho-
logical openings and co-occurrence parameters led to
the highest percentages of correct classification. The
attributions of the samples to the groups were examined
more precisely for thèse two methods (Table 3). Classes
E35 and E50 were the most easily identified, with about
95% of samples correctly classified by using the opening
variables. Classes E40 and E45 were often confused, as
about 30% of samples were mis-classified. In the case of
the co-occurrence parameters, less différences were
observed between the four groups, with percentages of
correct classification varying from 75 to 91%. For both
methods, the confusions occurred principally between
adjacent classes.

FDA was performed on the three opening steps and
on the co-occurrence parameters selected by SDA. The
objective was to visualise the four qualitative groups
according to the discriminant factors. The two discrimi-
nant maps are shown in Figs 5 and 6. For each group,
polygons were drawn to surround the 90% of samples
that were the closest to the gravity centres. The groups
were separated according to the particle size along the
first discriminant factor. In both cases, classes E35 and
E50 were located at opposite ends, while classes E40
and E45 were found at the centre of the map. Class E35
was separated further from classes E40 and E45 by
using the opening variables. The two intermediate
groups E40 and E45 largely overlapped by both
methods. The séparation of thèse two groups was
improved when using the co-occurrence parameters.
The maps in fact provide a visual représentation of the
classifications reported in Table 3.

DISCUSSION

The global processing used in the présent work was
found to be useful for the détermination of the particle
size of in-flow milling products.

Môrphological opening is simple to implement and
the résults obtained by this method are easy to inter-
pret. This image data treatment provides curves that
can be taken as usual particle size distributions. This
kind of image processing is comparable with a digital
sieving. At each opening step, particles smaller than the
opening size are eliminated from the image, and the
remaining surface is measured. One advantage is that
no assumption is made concerning the shape and the
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overlapping of the particles. Even when particles touch
in the image, the particle size measurement is Iittle
affected, as the measurement is global.

The results obtained by applying the grey level run
lengths, both when using the matrices or the param-
eters, were slightly poorer than those obtained by the
openings and the spatial interdependences. Bertrand et
al (1991), who applied this method on pea bulk
powders, obtained 75% of samples correctly classified
from the run length matrices. This resuit can be com-
pared with the 77% of samples correctly classified in the
présent work.

In the case of the spatial grey level interdependence
processing, the co-occurrence parameters were found to
be more efficient than the matrices to discriminate the
four groups of milling products. Many parameters can
be computed from the co-occurrence matrices (Haralick
et al 1973). Five of them were used in the présent study,
among which the heterogeneity, inertia and contrast
were the most prédictive. Inertia and contrast take into
account some information conceming the grey levels of
the pixels considered. This may be one reason for
having a better prédiction from the parameters than
from the raw matrices. The co-occurrence matrices were
built by only considering spatial interdependences
between adjacent pixels. Matrices could hâve been
assessed from more distant pixels. In the présent work,
the particles were randomly disposed on a black back-
ground in the images. The method was used to déter-
mine the particle size and not to identify a structured
texture.

No preferential direction could be found in the posi-
tion of the particles on the images by visual obser-
vation. This was verified by applying grey level run
lengths and spatial interpendences in three directions:
East, North and North-east. The parameters introduced
for the discrimination were identical, except that they
were calculated for différent directions. As the param-
eters replaced were highly correlated, this resuit con-
firmed that there was no preferential direction in the
images, as can be observed in the examples given in Fig
3. The two calibration sets led to the sélection of the
same kind of parameters assessed for différent processed
directions. This resuit suggests that one direction would
be sufficient to characterise the particle size of in-flow
milling products. In the case of the co-occurrence pro-
cessing, the three directions were analysed separately.
The percentages of samples correctly classified were 83.5
on average, and rangea between 81 and 87. The same
three parameters were always selected, namely heter-
ogeneity, inertia and contrast. Thèse results prove that,
in the current milling application, only one direction
would be sufficient for future experiments.

Guillaume et al (1996) hâve previously used the same
video imaging System to discriminate three settings of
the roll gap: 0-30, 0-40 and 0-50 mm. They combined
textural descriptors with individual analyses of the par-

ticles after their identification in the images. They could
classify 81-6% of the samples. Class E30 was completely
identified, while classes E40 and E50 were confused,
with 19 and 36% of samples mis-classified, respectively.
In the présent work, only global image processings were
applied. Images of milling products were collected for
four roll gap settings: 0-35,0-40,0-45 and 0-50 mm. The
average percentages of samples correctly classified from
the opening curves or from the co-occurrence param-
eters were higher than 81. The classification was
improved in the présent work in comparison with the
results of Guillaume et al. The accuracy of the System
has been increased by setting roll gap steps of 0-05 mm
instead of 0-10 mm, and the discrimination has been
achieved using only global features.

CONCLUSION

Image analysis has been used to characterise the size
distribution of milling products and to identify the roll
gaps set to obtain thèse products. Morphological
opening, constant grey level run lengths and grey level
spatial interdependences hâve been studied. Few différ-
ences could be found by a simple visual observation of
the images. The three methods used in the study made it
possible to classify the samples according to the four
classes of milling products, with more than 77% correct
classification. The best results were obtained by mor-
phological openings and by assessing the parameters
from the co-occurrence matrices. The great advantage
of thèse methods is that they do not require each parti-
cle to be identified. Moreover, no prior hypothesis upon
the shape of the particles is needed with such global
image processings.
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